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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/20/2024

Description 2023 Viking Saga 16SFB, Viking Saga travel trailer 16SFB highlights: Full-Size Bed
Wardrobe 10' Oversized Power Awning USB Ports ? Head to the campground in
this comfortable travel trailer that can sleep three people each night. You and
your spouse will have the 54" x 74" bed up front, and an overnight guest can sleep
on the booth dinette . You'll find storage throughout, including storage by the bed,
a pantry for snacks, plus overhead cabinets. All of your meals can be prepared on
the two burner range, and there is full bath amenities, complete with a shower
skylight for natural lighting.? ? The budget-friendly Viking Saga travel trailers are
for the rookie or seasoned RV camper. Each model is constructed with a Norco
NXG chassis and heavy duty .030/.024 exterior metal for a trailer made to last.
Towing is made hassle-free with electric brakes, Dexter E-Z lube axles , and
scissor style stabilizing jacks. The Saga travel trailers include seamless
countertops inside, as well as a EuroLatch entrance door, tinted safety glass
windows, and ultra comfort high-density cushions for your comfort. You can also
choose options to further customize your unit, such as a spare tire with a carrier,
Solid Steps on the main entrance, and a "Jack It" bike rack. There is even solar
prep and back-up camera prep that will make camping and towing easier than
ever! ?

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 21130072
VIN Number: 35183-21130072
Condition: New
Length: 19

Item address Anoka, Minnesota, United States
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2023 Viking Saga 16SFB $13
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